a). Underline the word with the correct spelling.

1. Accident  Acsident  Accidant
2. Eerth  Airth  Earth
3. Actoual  Actual  Ectual
4. Beacase  Beecause  Because

b). Choose the correct homophone for each sentence.

1. Sara showed me her new _______ heels shoes.
   (high, hi)

2. He tied a big ____________ on the sack of potatoes.
   (not / knot)

3. Can you find a ship sailing in the _______?
   (see / sea)

4. I have _______ beautiful Disney dolls.
   (for / four)

1. Zain Thinks of a number between 10 and 20. She multiples it by 4 and then doubles his answer. He said his answer is 120. What number did he start with?

2. Draw a line between each creature and the weight to show how much the animal might weigh.

3. Look at the numbers: Sam multiplies one of these numbers with 7 and got answer 224. What do you think the number was?
   Show your calculation.